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Shalom NFTYites,
We look forward to welcoming your to our upcoming NFTY Convention in Los Angeles, from February 15-19, just
three weeks from today!
As you know, NFTY Convention is the premiere conference for Reform Jewish teens—always full of
groundbreaking moments, transformative worship and terrific concerts, as well as workshops and plenary sessions
that feature dynamic speakers and outstanding artists. Above all, NFTY Convention creates and promotes a
powerful sense of Jewish identity and community, highlighting the responsibilities we have to ourselves and to each
other. In that spirit, we want to share with you news about this year’s NFTY Convention facility and how it relates to
event programming.
Since the earliest days of our Reform Movement, pursuing social justice has been a cornerstone of what it means
to be a Reform Jew. Protecting the rights of workers and ensuring their dignity and well-being have long been
among Reform Judaism’s social justice priorities. Today, these efforts often focus on the rights of the men and
women in the hotel industry, many of whom endure exceedingly difficult working conditions, including demanding
shifts and backbreaking physical tasks.
In 2006, the Union for Reform Judaism became a founding member of INMEX, Informed Meetings
Exchange. Created by the labor movement, INMEX was designed to uncover and list hotels with pending labor
disputes. As an INMEX member, the URJ made a commitment to avoid doing business with the hotels on the
INMEX website. Today, this list is maintained on the Hotel Workers Rising website, but our commitment to consult
the list before signing a hotel contract remains, and applies not only to the URJ, also to NFTY, our camps, and
affiliates.
Unfortunately, in the process of selecting the NFTY Convention hotel for this year, a mistake was made and this list
was not consulted before contracting with the hotel. The LAX Hilton, this year’s NFTY Convention hotel, has an
ongoing labor dispute and is listed on the Hotel Workers Rising website. Had we known of the LAX Hilton’s
presence on the list at the time we signed the contract, we never would have done so.
Our first task after learning of the mistake was to see if the NFTY event could be moved. Trying to move a complex
gathering of more than 1,000 attendees to a different venue, or even to several venues, within months the event
has proven impossible. There simply is not adequate space available elsewhere in the Los Angeles area for this
type of conference.
We then addressed the question of whether to cancel or postpone the event. In close consultation with the NFTY
adult and teen leadership and the Reform Movement’s Commission on Social Action, the URJ's Oversight
Committee decided not to do so. We were well aware that at the time we learned of this mistake, more than 800
people already had registered for Convention and booked travel, which in many instances included nonrefundable
air fares. Rescheduling or postponing the event until next year would prevent numerous NFTYites from
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participating altogether.
Going forward, we have taken steps to ensure such a mistake will not occur again. And out of this unfortunate
challenge, we will together create great change for the better. With so many of our most engaged NFTYites
together at Convention, we will have an ideal opportunity to highlight workers’ rights issues and t’shuvah, including
the importance of taking responsibility for our own mistakes. We are working with the NFTY Convention program
team and our Religious Action Center to develop meaningful programming around the challenges hotel workers
face, an important topic many of us we not aware of until this particular issue arose. During the Convention, NFTY
and URJ leadership will meet with the hotel management to share our concerns, and to hear their views directly.
We are also identifying ways to thank the workers for all they have and will do to make our stay outstanding.
This year’s NFTY study theme is ““Hashomer Achi Anochi”- Am I My Brother’s Keeper? NFTY Studies Our
Responsibilities Toward Others.” The lessons we have learned, and will continue to learn, from this experience will
enable all of us to reflect on our responsibilities to ensure that all workers are treated with dignity. As always, it is
important to treat all hotel staff with dignity and respect, knowing how hard they work for themselves and their
families. These lessons and your Convention experiences will guide NFTY and our Movement as we move forward.
We look forward to an exciting and memorable Convention. Wishing you a meaningful Shabbat.
Subie Banaszynski
NFTY Director
sbanaszynski@urj.org

Melissa Frey
NFTY Convention Director
mfrey@urj.org
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